Custom CRM Aligns Business Processes with Customer Service

Business Overview
Edale Ltd. is a leading supplier of advanced, technology-driven printing presses. Edale’s flexographic and digital printers play a critical role in the rapidly expanding packaging and shipping markets—enabling customers to maximise throughput, quality, and uptime while reducing material waste. With over 50 distributors worldwide, their reputation for high-quality design and engineering sets them apart in the industry.

Challenges
Edale Ltd. manufactures and maintains some of the most sophisticated printing and converting equipment in the world, but the systems running their support operations were inefficient and cumbersome. Most tasks were done manually or through MS Outlook or Excel. If an issue arose regarding equipment already at the customer’s site, employees would have to piece together the details from emails, design logs, and sales confirmations and there was no easy way of tracking progress or historical events. For logging and tracking after-sales opportunities, the team at Edale used a pre-existing CRM system, but when they tried to extend the application to other parts of their business, they found it extremely difficult—requiring consultants charging upwards of £1,000 per day.

“[Collins Tech] were fantastic at helping us through a lot of semi-development in the beginning so that we could test the Agiloft system thoroughly before pulling the trigger.”

— Ryan Barrett, Edale After-Sales Manager
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Agiloft and Collins Tech
Benefits
• System adaptability enabled deployment of multiple business applications including help desk, opportunity tracking, and asset library
• Agiloft solution provides visibility over key performance indicators within the business and empowers sales with relevant data to improve customer service
• Automated notifications, accurate customer data, and custom workflows provide huge time savings for after-sales team
• No-code environment gives non-technical staff the tools to customise system as needed and complete in-house updates
• Free trial of Agiloft, supported by Collins Tech, allowed for advanced testing before commitment
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modules, previous owners (if applicable), and much more. Support cases are logged against the specific asset so that all critical business information is easily viewed and tracked. Sales team members can also view the asset register and see what a particular customer has in place and the status of any service requests before walking into a meeting with that customer.

Given the ease with which Edale was able to customise the service desk and asset register, they decided to expand their Agiloft system to other internal processes including purchase orders and returns management. Previously, Edale was creating opportunities in their cumbersome CRM but now the plan is to move those over to Agiloft to have one streamlined solution for the entire business.

“I don’t have a background in the IT profession, but I was keen to develop the system in order to keep costs low and to ensure that the solution did exactly what we wanted it to,” Ryan said. “Collins Tech was instrumental. They were very forthcoming and willing to advise and assist us in our aim of self-management. They were always very quick to respond with an email or a phone call and give us the guidance to modify the system ourselves. Their intimate product knowledge and expertise were crucial.”

When Edale did decide to officially deploy Agiloft, they had their demo system fully operational and in use in less than 48 hours.

The Project
Supported by Collins Tech, Edale initially deployed an Agiloft service desk solution. This platform allowed Ryan and his team to create cases, respond to them, and offer customers a more professional experience when support is required. The service desk solution quickly morphed into a thorough and comprehensive system that Edale employees use as a directory of all the machines they have built or shipped. This asset register includes machine pages with specific details of each equipment’s ship date, critical milestones, serial numbers of parts/

Solution Benefits
“We built Edale’s system with a free trial and moved it over to production when it was complete,” Collins Technology Consulting owner Ben Collins said. “We gave Edale an Agiloft platform they could test to prove the system’s value before committing to licences. This approach worked well for them as well as for other Collins Tech clients.”

— Ben Collins, Collins Technology Consulting Owner
Let Us Show You
What Collins Technology Consulting has done for Edale Ltd, it can do for you. Let us show you how. In a few hours, we can set up a custom proof of concept featuring your toughest business process. Give us a call to schedule a time.

About Collins Technology Consulting
With more than 30 years of experience in developing, implementing, and auditing technology, Collins Technology Consulting brings proven expertise to business software solutions and project management. Offering personalised services and a broad range of support for medium to large companies, Collins Technology Consulting became a platinum partner with Agiloft in 2015. For more information, visit colltech.uk.

About Agiloft, Inc.
Over 3 million users at organizations ranging from small enterprises to U.S. government agencies and Fortune 100 companies depend on Agiloft’s top-rated product suites for Contract Management, Service Desk, Custom Workflow, and more. Agiloft specializes in automating processes that are too complex for competing vendors. Our best practice templates and adaptable technology ensure rapid deployment and a fully extensible system. For more information, visit https://www.agiloft.com.